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Our little friend, Hyerdahl Snitt dropped by the Fan Hillton recently, and was
bubbling over (as usual) with enthusiasm.
"What do you think of the new Journal of the Interplanetary Exploration Society?"
he asked, while pawing over some brittle old LASFS records.
"Well, I...."
"Ever since I read Campbell's editorials and stuff on it, I've been launching
to get in on the thing, and now with this Journal, I've got a chance."
Thinking of his usual non-existent finances, I said, "It costs $5 for four iss
ues. "
He sputtered, and reddened. He'd neglected to read closely, as usual.
"Well, it's printed," I explained, "and that costs a bit."
,'!Why print it?" he shouted in my ear, "there1 re at least half a dozen good fan
Gestetners and mimeos in that area that turn out top notch work. And for much less."
"When you're starting something like the IES," I explained, "you need the
status of a printed magazine, and a good address."
"Fout," he yelled, "why can't people who are trying to start a society like that
ignore status and convince people of their sincerity and aims while holding down the
operating costs until they can afford the status bit?"
"I think that they're working in line with the 'you've got to spend money to
make money' theory!'
He snorted again, "That may be okay for businesses, but I don't think it'll
work for things like the IES. I'm perfectly willing to contribute five dollars to
the Society, but I'm not going to send them five bucks just so they can pay the
rent on some fancy offices and print their damned magazine. When they can prove to
me that they're sincerely trying to start a society to do something, that's when
they’ll get my money."
"I'm not sure that they're set up for the purpose of doing anything," I said.

"Seems to me that they’re a group of 'Gentleman Amateurs' out to discuss things, and
prod one another into doing things on their own."
"Even so," he said, "they don’t need a darned printed magazine to just do that.
Why, with the three or four dollars we'd save on the magazine, we Gentlemen Amateurs
could get started on some sort of research, or project, or something."
'"Well, I dunno," I said, "it seems...."
"I'm going to write them and say so, too. Just as soon as I finish these,V he
said, walking out with some old notebooks full of LASFS Minutes.
-0O0-

While this magazine and every fan in Los Angeles who counte (we ignore anguished
screams from LA 56-wards) is for RON ELLIK for TAFF, we'd like to take time out to
rave wildly about the 10th Anniversary Willis Fund.
The First WorldCon wasn't held in Chicago, but the Tenth one was, and from the
looks of things, the Twentieth World SF Con will be the ChiCon III, and with all this
anniversary business coming together so well, this WAV/ With The Crew & Madeleine Too
Fund seems to make darned good sense. It all just seems so blamed apt!
'.'/hen the first few rumors about this were making the rounds, my initial reaction
was like the above.... But what about TAFF, I thought. And Don Ford — as you'll
read in the Willis Fund Circualr we're enclosing in thish — okeyed the bit from a
TAFF stand-point, thus clearing that last real block to the fund.
So, SHAGGY is 1020 in favor of WAW WITH THE CREW AMD MADELEINE TOO IN 62. Let's
all send in the circular — with money, now/ And remember, a dollar folds nicely, but
fives and tens fold just as well if not better, and the larger the denomination the
check is, the lower the service charge from the bank!
-0O0-

All LArea Fan Bachelordom was shaken to its core by the rec
ent fall of two of its grimest hold-outs. E. Marmacount Cox,
the sneak, slipped off to Las Vegas in mid-March and married Anne Seidel, noted Owl
collector and LASFSian. Lee & Jane Jacobs went along to perform Best Man and Matron
of Honor duties. Lee doubled as owl carrier, when Ed suddenly realized he'd look
awfully silly carrying a plio-film wrapped, two-foot high toy owl up the aisle to
his own wedding. Of course, sez EdCo, Lee looked sillier....
Gail Knuth dropped Dik Daniels at the alter near the last of now-notorious
March. Gail collects cats (mostly of the nicknackish type)...and Dik hates cats.
How do you feel about owls, I asked Ed Cox the other day, as I handed him a
whole habitat-group of them made from pine cones, that I'd found in our garage. The
language that man uses....
OWL & PUSSYCAT '/EDDINGS

-0O0-

Lloyd D. Broyles, Rte. 6, Box 45 3P, Waco, Texas, sent along a questioaire to be filled
out for a "Who's Who in S F Fandom - '61". The questions he asks make this sound
like more than an expansion of Bennett's Fan Directory...more like that and TapeBook
combined (minus some of the frivolities of the latter).
He plans to have this collated for publication by June 15th, 1961, and will
accept info up to that date. A bit of consideration for the work involved would make
anyone get it in at least by the last of May.
Why not write Broyles and ask for a copy of the questionaire? '.'/hat can you
lose? And you'd be helping someone's project along...plus getting more info on fans
into corculation.
-0O0-

No Minutes this time, as pur Secretary couldn't seem to find time to get 'em in by
the deadline. Next issue, now....
------ ussjt.

If Conan of Aquilonia and Juss of Demonland and Strider of the Ring
cycle and Corund and Gro of the Worm epic and Zobal and Cushara of Yoros
and Horvendile and Jurgen and...one could name others, perhaps even
those two lowly rogues, Fafhrd and the Grey Mouser---- if this variously
noble and disreputable gentry should confront the modern world of the
Atom Bomb and the Organization Man, doubtless their wisest reaction would
be that of Ratty to the Wide World:
Ratty told mole, "Beyond the Wild 'Wood
comes the Wide World, and that's something that doesn't matter, either to
you or to me. I've never been there, and I'm never going, nor you either,
if you've got any sense at all. Don't ever refer to it.again, please."

Incidentally, there's a curious kinship between the other worlds of
the sword-and-sorcery story (I call it that on the analogy of the cloakand-sword and cloak-and-dagger) and the realms of some of the best animal
fantasy besides The Wind in the Willows. 'Walter de la Mare's The Three
Mullamulgars creates a beautifully detailed simian other world, complete
to invented languages and world outlooks and folk concepts (such as First,
Second, and Third Sleep, for sleep, coma, and death) while the quest on
which the three royal monkies embark is in the best traditions of swordand-sorcery. And then there are the wonderful vignettos of animal life
in T. H. White's The Once and Future King, mention of which book brings
up tho point that there is a kinship between the sword-and-sorcery tale,
and much historical fantasy or heroic fantasy; one even finds ones thoughts
swinging wide to such panorama-of-history fantasies as Jensen's The Long
Journey and Viereck and Eldridge's My First Two Thousand Years, not to
mention such a great sword-and-sorcery movie as the Fairbanks Thief of
Bagdad (even the Veidt-Justin-Sabu one is pretty good) and such (What
shall we call them?) sword-and-superscience stories as the Mars books
of Edgar Rice Burroughs, thin as the Master's prose may be on rereading.
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But to get back to Ratty, most famous characters---- even the armored
and beweaponed ones—certainly are at first glance even less wellequipped than rats and badgers and moles to face up to the Wide '..'orld of
modern times. When Abbot and Costello net Frankenstein, clearly it was
Frankenstein who ought to have been scared. Neither sword nor sorcery
seems an effective counter-weapon to the atomic bomb, despite Conan's
conviction that there's nothing in the cosmos that won't yield to harddriven steel. And yet... And yet...
And yet the heroes of sword-andsorcery have something that modern man could use very much: the courage
of their own individuality. They are inner-directed. They have integrity.
They seek adventure, not adaptation or adjustment; they know that the
world---- the universe---- is bigger and more variable than any stable human
society that can be adjusted to. They leave the search for security to
fat-bellied merchants and shaven-pated priests. In each story they have
some goal and they are not afraid to seek it alone if need be---- they do
not make an idol of Togetherness. Their goals are distant, outside.

themselves, of the order of the goals Tennyson has the aged Ulysses set himself:
"To follow knowledge like a sinking star, beyond the utmost bound of human thought,"
and "...for my purpose holds to sail beyond the sunset, and the baths Of all the
Western stars, until I die."
Incidentally, this mention of Ulysses is very much to the
point. The Odyssey may readily be viewed as the first and best of sword-and-sorcery
tales, placing this branch of fiction at the very center of the literary tradition in
the western world. (Some might object, "But Homer's tale takes place in the real
world of his times, not in some fanciful other world like Aquilonia or Witchland."
To this I would reply, "Like the world of Sir John Mandeville’s adventures, the islands
of Odysseus' adventures are fanciful enough. What do you expect from 1000 B.C.,
parallel timestreams and other planets? Won’t distant islands do? Go up in the
Santa Monica Mountains and look at the Santa Barbara Islands from Little Sycamore
Canyon if you want to see other worlds lying at your doorstep. Actually distant
islands are about the finest concept of other worlds a Mediterranea mind could conceive.
And surely the swords and sorcery are in Homer's tale.".) Peer Gynt is another classic
that fits into the sword-and-sorcery framework without much forcing: the picaresque
hero and his encounters with monsters and enchanters. We are reminded that the swordand-sorcery tale is really a sophisticated and somewhat artificial form of the legend.
Surely Jason's quest or Thor's and Loki's bouts with the magic-working giants are the
stuff of excellent sword-and-si-joreery. (It occurs to me this instant that Fafhrd and
the Mouser are Thor and Loki.)
The heroes of sword-and-sorcery have the courage of
their own individuality. This also means that they have style---- a high style. They
are non-conformists, self-reliant, men with ideas of their own. In fact, they are not
afraid to Be Themselves With StyleJ-—even in the not-so-minor details of gaudy
costumes, armor, and personal weapons. Such accoutrements were long the mark of the
hated aristocrat or fuedal lord. Mark Twain had a lot of good fun with broad demo
cratic-progressive kidding of gaudy kings and knights in armor in A Connecticut
Yankee and elsewhere, while Sir Thomas More made uniform clothing a shibboleth of
his original Utopia (rather like Plato insisting on uniformly major-mode "bracing"
music in his ideal republic). But we have grown and learned enough since then to know
that antlike uniformity, conformity, and too much togetherness are the roads to
totalitarianism, not democracy. Democracy is opposed to inherited wealth and privilege,
and it is suspicious of concentrations of wealth, privilege, and power, but it is no
enemy of individuality and initiative and contrariness themselves—or it had damn
well better not be! It should not encourage the man who wants all men mediocre
(Why don't they stop space research until everyone has got cradle-to-the-grave security?)
for fear he will be outshone and who is therefore an enemy of the heroic adventurer.
The background or setting of the sword-and-sorcery tale is probably the best
part of it and a supreme test of the author's inventiveness, erudition, and judgement.
He has a whole new world to create: geography, economy, technology, religions,
philosophies, languages, even literature. To fashion novel costumes and weapons is
good; to forge new worid-views and idioms of speech is even better. Richness of texture
and self-consistency are both highly desirable. Since nothing can be created out of
nothing, the finest judgement is needed to determine what historical borrowing to do
and how to interwork the various loans. Some writers favor other worlds that seem
austerely distant from all known historical eras, while others prefer strange lands
very like some historic land but with a prevailing difference. Example of the first:
C.A. Smith's Zothique and Xiccarph, though even here there appears to be an Aztec
preponderance and general oriental tone. Of the second, Eddison's Demonland, which
seems to be Britain seen in a misty silver mirror with Classic Greek Highlights.
Every
worthwhile fantasy world has its.rationale. For instance, in Alice In Wonderland
animals and inanimate objects continually speak and reason like born mathematicians,

logicians and lawyers, fhisis what makes so
abysmally stupid and puerile the outlook, of
the Done who
'..’ho defines
define fantas■ as that kind o f
fiction here anything goc and crazy things
happen. fhc Dope is the same character who
says anybody could urea:1, up a fake world as
Sood as anybody else1s if he • ranted to waste
tine on such childish stuff, Jet if you give
the lope or any other idiot a pencil he won’t
L'ruc, t ;e
sketch you a non-Euclidean geometry
can happen in fantasy
craziest sorts of thin,
(and sometime crazier than that) but even
surrealism ha its style, rules, and logic.
..ven the complete clown cannot escape fron the
limits of his own personality, no . attcr ow
I'm not just
often he shrieks, "Look, folk
laughing at those things, I’m laughing at you,
too, and myself—I’n laughing at the boobs
and the squares and the hips and the bosses
and God and everybody and everything—I’m laughing at you laughing at me and at myself
laughing at myself (and so on)’" (It doos become a shriek, doesn't it?)
I bring up this
point because of all forms of fantsy the sword-and-sorccry story is perhaps the easiest
to burlesque. Put a top hat on a nan and it's funnier if he takes a oratt fall or a
snowball aloft. Similarly, if you take a starry-eyed muscular man and put him in a
tunic (transvestism right at the start!) and tin hat and give hin a sword of the neat
cleaver variety and set hin to ’charging around' if possible while shouting ’’Jahoo!"
and the result is invariably ludicrous albeit at a somewhat feeble-minded level. (But
then a taste for feeble-minded humor, along with punning mania, seems almost a nark
of the intellectual.)
Along this line, there is a modern cult of humor, of which had
magazine has been perhaps the most noteworthy exponent, but one often finds it in
fanzines, on movie screens, and elsewhere, which depends largely (and sometimes
Iterally) on kidding the pants off heroes and monsters (who are only other sides of the
same coin, anyhow). In the beginning itmostl.y kidded pretentious, hypocritical,
ridiculous individuals and creations; later it took off and began to kid almost every
thing indiscriminantly. (The readily satirized material began o give out.) I am not
opposed to this cult, and in fact I frequently enjoy its products, but I have a beef
against it. So that the richly humorous may be distinguished from the routine, there
arc some things that should be pointed out:

1. It is always easier to burlesque something than it is to create it in the
first place. On the whole, the richer and finer the creation, the easier it is to
burlesque---- there’s more material to milk for laughs. Also, since laughs largely arise
from the sudden unexpected releases of tension, it's well to operate on material that
has good strong tensions in it to start with.
2. The technique of milking anything for laughs (whether it be particularly
ridiculous or not) is really quite simple (and because it's simple, it's apt to be done
boresomely often): (A) Exaggerate the thing's qualities and behaviour---- make long hair
touch the ground, make large capes sails, change footsteps to thunderous clump-clumps;
this is good for a few laughs. (B) Pull a reverse twist by having the thing suddenly
underplay one of the exaggerated qualities---- the clump=clump becomes a doll-size pit-pit;
one laugh, seidome more. (C) Subject the thing to various unlikely encounters---- a
gaggle of WCTU ladies, a patrol of Soviet soldiers, a bevy of bathing beauties, a pride
of lions, the boss, its wife, a mob of millions of oafs, a well-laden garbageman. Laughs

rapidly decreasing in full-belliedness. (D) Have the thing become aware of the stage
situation and say, in effect, "My God, what am I doing out here?" (E) Reverse-twist
this by having the thing demand of the reader or audience, "What are you doing out
there?" (F) Have the thing lose its pants, even if its a Shoggoth from Yoggoth.
(G) Have the author and/or publishers duck out in front of the curtain and say, "Why
did we ever hire the stupid thing in the first place?" (There are more variants, but
that’s enough; the technique ought to be clear. Incidentally, the whole process is
one of diminishing returns; when you’ve created something, you’ve got something; when
you've thoroughly milked it for laughs you’ve got nothing—possibly just temporarily,
but maybe for a little longer.)

3. Anything (repeat) can be burlesqued in this fashion. Whether the thing
particularly deserves lampooning is completely beside the point. On the whole, the
more serious and solemn the subject, the more yaks can be gotten out of it, once the
initial plunge has been taken. In European cities every tragedy or grand opera used
to have its burlesque version, opening the second night generally at a smaller theatre.
Using the techniques outlined above, you can get your yaks from Lincoln, Lee, Grant,
Washington, Shakespeare, Homer, and Jesus Christ as readily as from anyone else. (If
you doubt this, put one of them through the routine mentally.) Perhaps some or all of
the above "characters" deserve occasional lampooning, but my question is: "Do we mostly
want lampooning that gives us insights and reveals genuine flaws, or do we simply want
lampooning that proves again and again that a pratt-fall gets laughs, no matter who
takes it?"
4. Although it's easy to kid humanity's architypal heroes, it's still easier and
much safer to kid fictional characters than it is to satirize real people
the libel
laws are more lenient, for one thing. It's safer to poke fun at Dick Tracy than it is
to poke fun at J. Edgar Hoover, and it takes much less courage to guffaw at Frankenstien
and Dracula and similar monsters than it takes to laugh at the hydrogen bomb. (Why,
Leiber, it would be blasphemy to laugh at the hydrogen bomb! Only perverse madmen
completely lacking in social consciousness laugh at things like that.) Ysy suggestion
ir that some modern humorists are picking easy targets only, and cloaking themselves
with a facile beatnik "disgusted with everything" attitude, (remember the shrieking
clown) rather than taking on the more difficult and dangerous job of honest criticism
of modem society and its leaders.
5. Indiscriminate and repetitious lampooning of heroes and monsters seems to me
to be symptomatic of an enmity to individuality itself, to any person who dares to be
different in ideals, behav iour, or even dress from the machined, mass-produced, sleekly
streamlined majority. It is totalitarianism's other face, conformity on the offensive,
a night attack on ideals and inner-directedness, an expression of the dark inward
dreads of the rat-man and the ant-man.
There, my beef's done I I belabored the point
because even fantasy writers seem to have a hard time not kidding their own fantasy,
perhaps to prove to the world that they arenot children enchanted by fairy tales but
hard-headed adults momentarily indulging in a fantasy for a lark. There is the rather
melancholy example of Lord Dunsany retreating from the purity of The Gods of Parana and
A Dreamer's Tales into the joshing Jorkens stories---- a fashioner of crystal-myths putting
on the mask of Munchausen. For every person seriously creating fantasy there seem to be
a thousand eager to manipulate and generally burlesque the newly-created fantasy of the
few. The movies have reinforced this trend with their overwhelming preference for
reworking---- and(consciously or unconsciously) lampooing----- old themes rather than taking
a chance on new ones. And one thinks of children---- the one kid who dreams up new ideas
for play, the dozen that exploit those ideas with an enthusiasm that readily turns to
mockery. To a degree the whole situation of a pound of monkey business for an ounce of
art seems a natural one and hardly to be deplored. A*ter all, we're in a simian world.

Of course sword and sorcery usually has its own intended humor and comedy, richly
and variously developed in the writings of T. H. White, de Camp, Cabell, and others.
It’s by no means a solemn sensitive mumbo-jumbo that collapses at the noise of laughter.
But it does ask from the reader a certain willingness to pretend,an ability to shake
off the rigid rather ridiculous adult state and exercise a child's larger sense of
wonder, and the power to live imaginatively in another world for an hour or two without
having to guffaw every ten seconds to prove that one is not taken in by its heroes and
romance or frightened by its monsters and magicians.
Oddly, these seemingly modest
qualifications do not seem to be met by too many readers (or else there's a conspiracy
to convince us this is so) as witnessed by the rather melancholy letter James Branch
Cabell wrote in 1925 to the publishers Albert and Charles Boni:

"...it has now for three years stayed a puzzle to me that The 'Worm Ouroboros
is not better known. The book, to be sure, is not for everyone. So many
persons, indeed, to whose attention I have introduced it have got from the
volume only boredom that I have at last, through a series of depressing failures
to communicate my enthusiasm, been reduced to concluding that a reader finds
perforce in this book exceeding joy or else nothing at all---- in either case,
quite unpredictable*.
"To me, in any event, The Worm Ouroboros remains a rather majestic example
of romance—of really pure romance, untitivated, in our modern way, with satire
or allegory, or even with humor—of the romance, in fine, which purchases,
through its own unadulterate magic, for no utilitarian ends whatever, the
momentary'suspension of disbelief' in many very beautiful impossibilities."

This tender kiss of death (Note that "rather!") could have been imprinted with
equal rightfulness on the lips of Spenser's Faery Queen, another rich, elaborate, and
seldom-read classic of sword-and-sorcery------ for although this plotty cycle of adventure
poems carries a complex religious allegory, it is in no way titivated by it!
Editors and
publishers have been on the whole rather dubious of the market for sword-and-sorceiy
stories. They were welcomed by Weird Tales during Farnsworth Wright's editorship---it is largely to this that we owe the first publication and even the writing of most
of the best stories of Robert Howard and Clark Ashton Smith and C.L.Moore's Jirel of
Joiry tales. Campbell's Unknown (Worlds), too, was quite willing to uaka the swordand-sorcery article, though preferrring the variety in which the supernatural element
has some science-fiction or metaphysical or hyper-logical basis. Fantastic Universe,
Other Worlds, Suspense, andFantasy Fiction were other occasional markets and, at times
over the years, and especially currently, Fantastic.
On the other hand, some fant sy
magazines, notably The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, have tended to avoid
the sword-and-sorceiy tale, probably because it is a fundamentally more straightfaced, youthful sort of fantasy and can seldom be given "adult justification" by some
final twist, fillip, or point.
Yet the sword-and-sorcery story continues to survive,
sometimes in strange and wonderful ways, rather as the supernatural horror story,
long banned in New Yorker survives in the frequently quite uncomical supernaturalhorror cartoons of Charles Adams and Richard Taylor.
---- Fritz Leiber
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The gnolls in Arizona needed some rope, so
John's company sent him to Phoenix to estab
lish contacts and check out sales possibil
ities. Since he was on an expense account,
I went along for the sunshine, rest, and to
see the people I'd been writing to for some
time; Craig Cochran and Philip Jose Farmer.
Before we left, I also wrote to two other

residents of the Phoenix area. As it turn
ed out, we had time for only a few hours
chat with old LASFSian Arthur Louis Joquel II
but we managed to spend a whole evening with
John Lyers Lyers and his family.
When we amove and got directions to Scottsdale — the "Beverly Hills" of Phoe
nix — and found the Farmer home, we also found some of the nicest people and finest
hospitality we have ever seen. Tho Bette Farmer was suffering with a bad arm, she
was an excellent guide around the expensive and exclusive shops of "The 'Jest's Host
Western Town". (This is true, if you really believe in the gingerbread type of town
you see in Western movies; the whole town is very cute, but artificial-looking.)

Philip Jose Farmer is a quiet, smiling individual with a Burbee sense of humor;
he will say the most outrageous things and have you actually believing it until you
look at his eyes. He was pleased to meet someone in fandom again after such a long
time, and let us read the fantastic "Give To A River" which unexpurgated manuscript
Louis Roth Klein bought at the PittCon. It is epic adventure of real scope, and the
earthy language is not absolutely necessary to the story; we hope that some publish
ing company will accept the great length of this novel and present it to the public.

The Farmer family is personable and fun; when we asked young Philip why he was
so quiet, he said, "I'm on vacation; I don't have to be clever until I go back to
college." Copper-haired Kris was also quiet, and after she promised to visit the Fan
Hillton this summer, we wondered how she and her brother would like the boisterous
activity around here. Sir Archibald Koo Koo(also known as "Everybody" because he
answers first when Bette calls, "Come to dinner, everybodyl" ) is a very important
member of the family; an elegant Siamese cat who is always on the wrong side of a
door.
Bette's mother was also visiting, and with Philip home from school, v/e felt that
two more visitors would overcrowd the house; so we reluctantly checked into a motel
after spending two nights with the Farmers. If Bette had been feeling better, we
probably would have imposed on them anyway.

We did eat at their house almost every night, for being around that family was
so much fun we could not stay away. John would drop me by the house in the morning,
and go on to make his calls, and Bette and I would chatter away until evening. A
thing of pride is Bette's lovely rose garden and except for the harsh, wind-torn
rock of Camelback Mountain which can be seen from their yard, I would never have
known the desert was around us.

Stories and discussions of people v/e knew filled the days, with some real high
lights of Randall Garrett, who stayed with the Farmers for a number of months one
Christmas. Seems that Phil, Jr. wrote about an "interesting character" for a school

paper, and the teacher did not approve of the way he obviously "colored" his discrip
tion of Garrett when he'd actually tried to tone the stories down feo they would be
more believable!

Craig Cochran showed up at the Farmers', and we talked of fandom and conventions.
During our stay in Arizona, we talked about conventions until we just about convinced
everyone we contacted that to visit the BayCon and SeaCon was the greatest idea since
cellophane popcicles; with visits to the Fan Hillton second on the agenda. Craig
is a thin, silent type with glasses and an unexpected smile. Once when we tried
to phone him and kept getting a busy signal, I asked who he'd been talking to all
that time. "Oh, that was John lyers Lyers; he wanted my autograph," said Craig,
modestly.

In the confusion of Tempe, another suburb of Phoenix, vie found the Layers home
and were greeted by a gracious hostess and a host who went immediatly to pour some
beer into large handmade mugs. V.'e met the young daughters, and some friends who had
brought a tape-recorder, and sat down to explain who we were and why we had come to
meet the author of Silverlock.
When Bruce pelz and Ted Johnstone found that we were really going to meet John
Lyers,layers, they made a tape of the songs from Silverlock, and sent along their
copies of the book for autographs. We had warned him of this, but he borrowed a
taper anyway. The company enjoyed all the songs, but gave their most enthusiastic
applause to Friar John's Song, and then played the tape again.

'We discussed fandom, and its new interest in Sjlvehlock. myers pointed out
that there were some good drinking songs in his other books, and wondered if Bruce
would be interested in putting any of them to music. While both Johns were matching
each other in beer-drinking, Hrs. layers and I discussed California. I also had
time to note with pleasure that the books mentioned in Silverlock were present on
layers' bookshelves, with a well-read appearance to them.
Just before vie left Arizona, we saw Art Joquel and his wife. Drinking coffee
and discussing art, we spoke of Cynthia Goldstone and a husband-and-wife team of
artists in Phoenix. Art had made a short movie of the Peteks at work, and showed
it to us, promising to introduce us on our next trip to Arizona. We talked of
LASFS and were shown a fine collection of old club publications. Reluctantly, we had
to leave early and start home, but we left a trail of promises to return and visit
everyone again»
With luck, Shermerhorn Brothers will send John that way again just after the
Seacon. If so, the Farmers are in danger of having their hospitality taken advantage
of, which is their fault for being such charming people. I look forward to Phil's
promise to take us out to some of the canyons and rock-hounding areas if we can
made it on a weekend, and both of us just look forward to meeting some fine friends
soon.
—bjo.

eZecZ/zm

ZORBA, THE GREEK, by Nikos Kazantzskis, translated by Carl Wildman
Simon and Schuster, N. Y. 1959
This book is positively not science fiction, but for anyone who loves beautiful
writing, Zorba, the Greek is a must.

Zorba is one of the most wholly rounded characters- it has. been my good fortune to meet
in fiction for a long time. The book, itself, tells of only a short segment in the
life of Zorba, with occasional flashbacks on a colorful - highly believable — lifeZorba is almost bigger than life, but nearly everyone knows someone with a little of
Zorba in him. I find the book hard to describe — in barest outline, the setting is
Crete, a few years ago, and told in the first person by the man who is accompanied by
Zorba to the island.
The back cover of the book describes the novel thusly:
’’Alexis Zorba, the hero of this novel by Nikos Kazantzakis, author of THE ODYSSEY: A
modern Sequel, is a Greek workman who accompanies the narrator to Crete. Zorba is a
figure created on a huge scale: his years have not dimmed the flame by which he lives,
the gusto with which he responds to all that life offers him, whether he is supervising
laborers at a nine, coping with mad monks in a mountain monastery, embellishing the
takes of his past adventures, or making love.
Zorba has been acclaimed as one of the truly memorable creations of literature — a
character in the great tradition of Sinbad the Sailor, Falstaff, and Sancho Panza —
and the book as a modern classic bursting with wit, fantasy, and the joy of life."

Particularly vivid is Zorba's interpretation of the creation of man.

------ pandora..

IN THE CAVERNS OF KONGO, Alex Raymond, Grosset & Dunlap, 1936.

xAs you will recall in the first installment, Flash Gordon, Dale Arden and Dr. Zarkov
were marooned on the planet Kongo when they flew from Earth to Kongo in the Doctor’s
spaceship. They had several thrilling adventures prior to the opening of this volume
which finds our intrepid trio of Earthlings in the good graces of Vultan and his king
dom of Hawkmen.
They are threatened from below, however, by a race of monster types which breach the
//

crust of 'Mongo and conquer the Hawkmen after Flash and Dale first go below to investi
gate, get captured and, as usual, go through a particularly harrowing set of adventures.
Superficially, the plot is strictly action. The love interest is, of course, of the
"Gee whiz!" school which seemed to be adequate in 1936. But looking thru all this froth,
one finds a sticky mesh of ethnocentric, sadistic, brutal turmoil seething throughout the
plot. The invasion of the under-earth monsters reeks with retail slaughter, almost maso
chistic in the numbers of the slain, both of the enemy and the good guys. The invaders
are grotesque parodies of the anthropomorphic ideal and they have nothing but evil inten
tions to all concerned. Torture scenes, in which some die horribly, in full detail, and
in which Flash is tortured in equally vivid (flesh burning, blood smoking) detail, abound.
Yet he does manage to bring about the complete reversal of the total ruin of the Hawkmen's
empire by fleeing Liongo, enlisting the aid of Titans (from the moon of that name) and
finally, after the usual love-triangle now old hat, he wins out. I will leave the details
to the happy reader who, in quest of unsophisticated action, thud and blunder of the old,
old school (perhaps tired of GALAXY types...), may find it an enjoyable experience wading
through the blood.

------ the flying dutchman.
WOMAN FROM ANOTHER PLANET, by Frank Belknap Long (Chariot Books, 50$-)
This latest addition to our distinguished tradition of sociological science fiction asks
the age-old question, "Can a plain, ordinary Earthman find happiness with an exotic,
oversexed Martian android?" I believe the question is answered in the negative, though
it is complicated by a subsidiary query, i.e., "Are any of Long’s characters intelligent
enough to recognize happiness if it walks up and bites them?" I would answer that ques
tion definitely in the negative.

The entire book concerns a subtle Martian plan for invading Earth, Against present-day
Earth science, the Martians have spaceships, death rays, and the ability to make androids
which are the perfect physical replicas of humans, './ith all this advantage, they don't
attack openly, nor do they infiltrate by killing humans in key positions and replacing
them with androids (which they can control from a distance). The cosmic subtlety of the
Martian mind is revealed by the fact that, after studying Earth for years from their
flying saucers, they decide to attack by providing the leaders of humanity with android
companionship, thereby making them "slaves to love" and willing to surrender as soon as
the Martians reveal themselves.
The plan must be tested first, however, and selected for
the test are the human artist David Loring and his fiancee Janice. They are undoubtedly
selected because they are typical of humanity; Loring is certainly a typical male. He
is quite willing to have fun with his android temptress, and it's all right because he
is really being faithful to Janice since he doesn't love the android, you see. But he
becomes livid with rage at the thought that Janice is also being tempted, and calms down
only on her assurance that she has had nothing to do with her would-be lover.
Anyway, the
plan fails, the Martians are defeated (According to Long they are defeated because they
don’t love each other, and who am I to argue with an author?)
The writing style of this
novel is an incredible synthesis of the styles of Jack Woodford and Grace Livingston
Hill. A sample follows: "The heat of her passion was burning him. Heavens, he thought
in sudden panic, supposing she gets pregnant? Gosh, what will I do, siring a child by
this creature? It's a sin. I've got to stop. He tried to withdraw but it was too late.
The seed of his loins was already fighting its way into her quivering body."
In short, I
recommend this book; it's probably the funniest stf novel I've ever read. It's even
funnier than most science fiction movies.
---- Robert Coulson

SO CLOSE TO HOME, by James Blish, Ballantine, 1961, 35«5

James Blish's new collection of short stories is more impressive in the aggregate than
the stories are taken separately. Yet, taken together, these stories also demonstrate
Blish's principal weakness as a writer, as well as his strength.
The first strength that
strikes the reader is Blish1s facility for inventing interesting details. In the open
ing story the local offices of the Mutant Control Board are located at Nagasaki Ground
Zero, in the next two, Civilian Intelligence Group, an amalgam of universities and cor
porations have pooled their resources to build "Ultimac"---- and after many years, are
still building it; in "The Abbatoir Effect" we are presented with an analog of the Red
Cross whose power is built on efficient and scientific blood-typing, and in "The Masks"
a whole society is suggested in a few short words:
"Margaret obeyed this time. Her fin
gernails were minutely and elaborately colored, each with a different design. It had
recently become a common fashion, though hardly in the swarming unemployed of the
dormitories. The girl was not wearing the wrist-charm magnifying lens used by upperclass women---- that is, women with rooms and jobs of their own---- to examine each other's
new nail tattoos."
All of these details are fascinating, and serve to advance the story.
We do not need to be told that the mutations are the result of atomic bombing, or that
Margaret's society is a tyranny. But they are not mere background; the MCB, Ultimac,
and the fingernail tatoos are all story pivots.
Perhaps because the minutiae are so well
done, Blish's stories taken as a whole are often disappointing. The ideas are exciting
and ingenious; the plots do not live up to their promises. Only three of the ten stories
(continued on page 19)

by Redd Boggs

Saturday, October 22nd

Mother woke me up this morning by
throwing the cat in my face. "Get up,
you gocd-for-nothing oaf," she screamed,
glaring at me demonically in the light of the lantern, "it’s 5=301 Are you going to
lie abed all day?"
I slid into my red flannels and trousers and tottered outside, where I found it
drizzling coldly and still dark as midnight, The dog mistook me for a prowler and
bit me on the ankle. The Sears Roebuck catalogue was all gone, and the only thing
left were two sheets of an old Godey's Magazine, which were pretty slick. Back in
the house I discovered that there was no fire in the kitchen range, and I had to shave
in cold water, I stropped up Dad’s razor, which has a wickedly long blade, and in
the first stroke sliced off part of my right ear.
"If you want breakfast," wheezed Mother, popping in her teeth, "you’ll have to
fill the woodbox.," So I tottered outside again. It was still drizzling, and still
dark. The dog still thought I was a prowler and bit me on the ankle. Out at the
woodpile I split two armloads of birch before the axe slipped and cut off my big toe.
Luckily it was on my left foot, so I’m all set for the football team.
Grumblingly Mother built a fire and fixed a meager breakfast — a dozen johnny
cakes, three slices of ham, and five or six scrambled eggs — reminding me over and
over that I couldn’t buy a breakfast in any restaurant in town for less than 15^ •
Before she remembered that I’d promised to clean the drowned cat out of the rain
barrel this morning, I escaped to the cellar, lit a lamp, and set up the press to run
off page 3 of The Quarterly Miscellany, my private journal. I managed to print 20
copies before my foot gave out and the press broke down again. I was still tinkering
with it when I heard the postman’s whistle.
I dashed upstairs and down to the gate just in time to receive three letters.
It was sti11 raining, but dawn was breaking and this time the dog didn’t mistake me
for a prowler, but I kicked him in the ribs just in case.
I sneaked back into the cellar, turned up the lamp, and read my mail. The first
letter was from an enthusiast — I think you might term him a fanatic — living in
New Jersey. He outlined a fantastic plan for building up a sub-genre of amateur
journalism around activity concerning what he called "scientific romances" — the
literature of Jules Verne and some Englishman I have never heard of. This is obviously a wild idea that will never succeed, and besides the fellow has an unAmerican name
— Soloman Moskovitz.
The second letter was, of all things, from a Female living in California, who is
trying to establish a private journal of her own, to be called The Golden State Mis
_______
cellany. She requested a contribution from me, preferably a poem. This — shall I
be charitable and call her a "lady"? — makes several risque references in her long
and chatty letter, one as if to imply that she enjoys the taste of tobacco, and an
other in which she boldly mentions a certain part of her anatomy (the very part of
the limb upon which the dog bit me twice this morning). I have no doubt that Miss
Beatrice McCourtney is one of those immoral Suffragettes, and besides I have never
been introduced to the "lady". Therefore, I tore up her missive and consigned it to
the stove.
The final letter was from ny old correspondent, Joe Apann, who lives over in
Brookville. He requested an essay for the next issue of his private journal, The

Brookville Miscellany, entitled "An Afternoon's Ramble in the Rocky Mountains", and
I took half an hour off and wrote it for him* Luckily I have never made a ramble
through the Rocky Mountains, and didn't have much to say. The nib of my pen was
split and splotched ink all over the manuscript, but what does he expect for nothing?
doe suggests that I plan to visit him next summer, and perhaps I shall. Brookville
is about 55 miles away.
After dinner, the rain having let up, I decided to drive down to Mr. Farnley's
store to buy some cover stock for my next issue. I finally found my hat, in which
Nellie, Mother's pet Biddy, had laid an egg, and then Mother made me put on a neck
tie too — mothers!!! Father helped me back Maud into the traces; the beast was
feeling wicked and chewed off three of his fingers.
It was only 5:30 when I reached Mr. Farnley's store, even though the heavy traf
fic had delayed me — every year there seem to be more drays, beer-wagons, and phaetons
jamming up Main Street, However, the door was locked, and there was a notice tacked
to the frame saying that Mr. Far.iley had closed early in order to attend the father's
and son's supper at the church. These days it seems that stores are never open any
more when a body wants to make a purchases
Just as I was untying Maud from the hitch-rail Bill Sims came along and suggested
that we have a beer together at Schreckengast's We had a mug apiece and were munching
the free lunch (corn beef and cabbage, bratwurst, rye bread, and pickles) and listen
ing to the steam-piano pumping out "Mississippi Bubble" when I overheard somebody take
the name of God in vain. A hot argument led to fisticuffs in the alley, and I lost
two teeth. I limped back to the buggy and drove home much chastened.
After supper I began feeling better. Frank and Helen came all the way across
town on the horsecar, Frank bringing his banjo, and we spent the evening grouped
around the hardcoal burner, with the fire gleaming redly through the isinglass windows,
singing all the old songs. Father brought out the home brew he saves for such occas
ions, and my head began to buzz pleasantly. I seem to remember somebody else showing
up unexpectedly and joining me in my famous rendition of "By the Light of the Silvery
Moon," which I always sing when rry tonsils are properly lubricated. We sang "Old
Folks at Home," "I Belong to Glasgow," and "Sidewalks of New York," and all the other
songs. And so the day that had begun so dismally ended merrily.
Saturday, 22 October

I made a couple of booboos in setting the clock radio last night. I woke up at
9:30 instead of 10:30 this morning, and not only that, the radio was turned to a rockand-roll station, and the first that I heard was Elvis dinning my ears. It was like
having a cat tossed in your face. Mother rattled the bedroom door and screamed,
"Shut that off, you good-for-nothing bastard! Like, I'm hung over and dig the long
crazy silence, man!"
As always when she has a hangover, she'd been having chills and had boosted the
thermostat six or eight notches; the houso was hot, like steaming. I staggered down
stairs and opened the front to let in some fresh air. It was barely daylight and
rain was drizzling down. A stray dug — the Belle Woods subdivision is full of them - dashed in and bit me on the ankle. I hopped into the bathroom and bandaided nyself
up, and then decided to shave with Dad's Norelco. The cord was slightly frayed and
as I pulled on it a blue flash of electricity singed off part of my right ear.
"Like, if you want breakfast, man," Mother mumbled, "make with the defrost your
self. Dig? And kick that hound outta here. Like, it just took a bite outta me —"
"Crazy!" I interrupted her; "he took a hunk out of my ankle too. Sit down and
I'll fix you something."
"Like, it wasn"t my ankle, and I'll stand," snapped Mother.
I broke a can of frozen sauerkraut juice out of the freezer for her. While she
chomped at that, I put a frozen TV Breadfast on the hot-plate for myself, a hearty
meal consisting of a scramble of egg, a thimble of carrot juice, and the meal from

one oat. In prying the tray loose from the freezer I tore most of the flesh off my
thumb. Luckily it was my left thumb, and I'll be okay for the chess tournament,
Before Mother remembered that I had promised to clean the tatters of somebody's
cat out of the power-mower and cut the backyard this morning, I sneaked downstairs
to the rumpus room where I do my publishing. I. uncovered the Gestetner, plugged it
in, and ran off 230 copies each of pages 3,4.19, 23, 27, 45, 5.0, 52, and 59 of my
fanzine Spirochete. Just as I discovered that I had run out of ink I heard the.mail
man kick the mail into the livingroom. I hurried upstairs and picked three letters
off the floor. As I did so, a stray dog rushed in and nipped me in the — not in the
ankle.
I couldn't spare time to make with the Bandaid while there was mail to read. I
stumbled down to the rumpus room, stood by the mantle, and opened the letters. The
first one was from a BNF living in New Jersey. He advocated a far-out plan for re
building fandom around activity concerning science fiction, which he tells me (I never
read the stuff myself) is a dying genre and needs fan support. This is obviously a
wild idea that will never succedd, even though this square, Sam Moskowitz, is pretty
big in fandom.
The second letter, praise be, was from some chick living in Cal who wanted a
contribution for the fanzine she's running for a fan club out there. I dug this chick
the most, and spent half an hour sniffing her letter, thinking it was perfumed, till
I realized that what I was smelling was the Gestetner ink on my hands. I tacked the
letter up on the wall beside the autographed picture of Fess Parker that William
Rotsler sent me.
The third letter was from my old correspondent, John Faphan, who lives out in
San Alameda. He launches for an article for the next ish of his fmz Horsefeathers,
entitled "The Novels of Olaf Stapledon." I took a half hour off and wrote it for
him; luckily I have never read any of Olaf Stapledon's novels, and didn't have much
to say. After I wrote it I decided that this doll down in L.A. is probably prettier
than Joe and sent it off to her instead. I hope she doesn't mind that it is typed in
red on green Nasterweave; that was all I had available. What does she expect for no
thing? Joe says I should plan to visit him next weekend, and I probably will. San
Alameda is only about 550 miles away.
After lunch I noticed that the rain had stopped, and I decided to drive over to
the shopping center for some more paper and ink. I finally found my hat, in which
Gina, Mother's pet mynah, had laid an egg, and then Mother made me put on a shirt
too — mothers!!! As I was backing my heap out of the garage I tore a fender off my
Dad's 59 Olds parked in the driveway. I was glad that Dad is still up at Folsom.
It -was only 1:30 when I reached Farnley & Osterburg Office Supply Inc.'s branch
store, even though heavy traffic had delayed me — I went by the freeway instead of
the old route, and it took me 45 minutes longer. However, the door was locked and
the store hours lettered in gilt paint on the glass indicated that the store is now
closed all day Saturday. This is progress?
Just as I was trying to squeeze my car out of the parking lot between two delivery
trucks Del Shanamian cruised by in his red convert and hollered to me to meet him at
the Heidelberg Bar and Grill for a beer. Unfortunately I had forgotten to bring my
forged ID card and was unable to kid Woodrow Schreckengast into serving me a Schlitz .
He finally brought me a Coke (25j£!) and Del and I were sitting there trying to talk
over the roar of the juke box — somebody was playing "i-y Girl Josephine" over and
over and over — when somebody sitting next to me made a slighting reference to
Richard Nixon. This led to a small rumble in which I lost two teeth. 'When I dragged
tail back to the car I found it festooned with two tickets for overtime parking.
After I thawed out and ate a TV Dinner I felt a little better. The Parkers from
next door came over — their set was on the blink — and we watched a couple new west
erns and a private eye show that I dug the most. The shows were lousy, but the com-'
mercials were frantic, man. Mother brought out the canned beer from the frig, and by
the time the Parkers had gone home I was inspired enough to give my impression of Elvis
wiggling through "Houn1 Dog." Mother leaped up off the floor and threw the cat at me,
screaming "Shut that off, you bastard! Like, I'm hung over and dig the long crazy

silence, man.’"

And so to bed, nursing many scratches.

Sevenday, 52 Septobr LdUD

Instead of wakening me gently this morning the robolarm threw me out of bed. I woke
to the sound of my head crashing against the floor, and realized that a slight malfunct
ion. had caused the machine to act more enthusiastically than usual. Luckily the floor
was carpeted with Resileum and I bounced up unhurt except for a cracked vertebra or two.
I managed to rub enough Mendosalv (containing the miracle ingredient X—13) onto my lower
spine to ease the pain. Then I skipped to the
Rolavator and swirled into the Robodine, just
in time to run headlong into a growling, slaver
ing bluecrud-beast 20 feet long, with 12 legs
and a backful of poisonous hackles. It bit me
on the ankle before I could retreat. Instantly
I flowed into the shape of a Venusian skeetercat and bit it on all 12 shanks, and for good
measure, elsewhere.
While I was changing back into human form
the bluecrud-beast changed too, and Mother
stood before me, rubbing the place I had bit
ten her last. I might have known; when Moon^
is new and Moon? is full she has frequent at
tacks of compulsive transformation. "It's
about time you woke up, you spawn of the Bitch
Goddess," she screamed at me, letting her eyes
snake out on stalks and glare at me. "Don't
stand there — dial dinner.’"
As the meal popped out — a smoking hot
Martian Gruck, roasted whole, with a Jovian
punpkin in its mouth, and garnished with lunar
algae — I switched on the Robovalet to shave.
The vibeblades were badly adjusted and sliced off part of my left kneecap. As I applied
the Mendosalv I reflected that it was a good thing it was my kneecap instead of my elbow;
I won’t be lost to the twitchest squad.
As soon as the meal was over, and before the Robominder had a chance to remind
Mother that I had promised to cat the discarded time-distorter out of the North Island
bo it could rain there today and not always in the middle of next week, I whirled away in
the Rolavator to my publishing department in the penthouse.. I activated the fack machine
and beamed out copies of pages 1 through 18? of my private journal, The New Miscellany,
to nearly all I’y 31 thousand readers before I discovered that — due to a slight malfunc
tion I had transmitted part of an ancient pornographic work (Paradise Lost) in my library
to randomly selected recipients. As I was dialing Repair, I teeped the arrival of letters
in the mail-fack. Exiting from the Rolavator I tore the mail from the slot, turned, and
tried to flow into another shape, but too late. Mother rushed at me and bit me on the
ankle; she was a bluecrud-beast again.
Moodily applying more Mendosalv, I teeped my mail. The first letter was from a homo
sap living in some backwater community of eastern North America. This entity has become
afflicted with an odd notion about organizing a fandom around an obsolete and quaint
literary genre called "science fiction" — whatever that is. This is obviously a wild
idea that will never work, and nobody can take seriously a plan advanced by somebody
with such a strange and unEarthly name: Chris Kinnis.cn,
The second letter, by the Gods of Space, ras from — I hesitate to write the term - a Male. This creature is actually preparing to create a private journal of his own, to
be titled The Modern Miscellany, and asks for contributions. In his letter this — this
Male had the audacity to state his belief in what he terms "sexual reproduction," as
preferable to the natural method. I have heard of such creatures, who are called

Suffragers, but I had not thought I would ever come into contact with one. I scrambled
his letter and made a mental note to have the contents of it erased from my memory.
The final letter was from my old correspondent, Joan FaAn, who lives in New America.
She asked for a treatise to be published in the next issue of her fackzine, The Galactic
Miscellany, to be titled "A Transmatter Trip to Uranus." I put the Robowriter to work
immediately, and half an hour later had beamed a two-million word account of such a trip.
I have never been to Uranus, but the Central Memory Banks were full of material. As I
closed down the fack-machine I noticed that I had bumped into the switch that caused the
machine to translate the article into Swahili as it was transmitted. Well, what does she
expect for nothing? Joan says I should plan to visit her tomorrow, and I probably will.
Mew America is only 55 light years away.
After lunch I decided to step over to the Supply Center to see about being issued a
larger fack-machine so I can enlarge my readership. I finally found my hat, in which
Mother had laid an egg (bluecrud-beast type), and then Mother made me put on some clothes
too — mothers!J J As I was getting ready to step into the transmatter a sudden backlash
gashed out of it and wiped out everything for five miles around, except for me, safe in
the focus.
Making a mental note to get Mother rematerialized from the Cyb Center files, I
traveled in blue waves to Supply. But no sooner did I step in than I found myself step
ping out, right back into a miraculously rematerialized house where Mother was in the
process of laying an egg in the very hat I had on ny head.
I realized what had happened: Supply was closed and had set up a damper circuit on
their receiver, which had tossed me back to the starting point so fast that I arrived a
few minutes before I left. No wonder the transmatter had backfired! Such a temporal
distortion was potentially more powerful than a dozen supernovae.
I decided to escape before the backlash hit again and waved myself to the first
place that came to mind: the Old Earth Bar. Traffic was heavy in null-space — every
year it gets worse — and as I stepped out of the receiver I sensed the familiar wave
pattern of Adlais Liddle mingling with mine. Reassembled, we greeted each other, and I
noticed that due to a slight malfunction of the instrument she had gotten my face instead
of her own. I wondered if I had gotten hers, or a complete stranger's At any rate Adlais
recognized me, and we dialed drinks and sat down in the lounge. A spotchecking robocop
teeped that I was underage, and I found that my drink was diluted with anti-drink, but
the color-music blazing around the room — it was "Sunrise Synaesthy," fully orchestrated
for all 437 hues — made it hard to concentrate. Instead of listening to Adlais' chatter
I found uyself overhearing somebody behind me discussing religion. A reference to the
Deity as "He" suddenly turned me L37 colors all at once, and I found myself involved in
a small altercation in which I lost two handfuls of hair.
The Mendosalv on my head hardly added to my beauty; besides, it was getting late,
time for breakfast, so I decided to go home. Not till I stepped out into the five-mile
scorch that had once been home did I remember about the backlash. I instantly dialed
the Cyc Center on my personal circuit to have the place, and Mother, rematerialized from
the patterns of them on file. However, there was a slight malfunction.
I found myself standing in the middle of a dingy little room lighted by two smoky
lamps and a stove that radiated a cheery glow through translucent windows. A number of
strange people — among them, three Males — in archaic dress were lounging on the over
staffed furniture, singing to the accompanyment of an ancient stringed instrument. They
seemed less surprised to see me than I was to see them, but before I could dial the Cyc
Center again one of them shoved a drink into my hand. I realized that this drink wasn't
doped with anti-drunk, and drained the glass as quickly as I could. I felt my eyes turn
glassy, and I realized why these people were in no position to express surprise.
"Drink up!" said one of the Males, filling the glass again. "Say, where'd you get
them clothes? Wowie!" Before I could reply, a small brown-furred animal ran at me yipp
ing with evident dislike. I kicked it away, saying absently, "Keep away, Mother!"
The Male clapped me on the back, shouting with laughter, and before I could shrink
away, he pushed me down into a chair, insisting, "Siddown — joina party! You can sing,
huh? You know 'She Was Only A Bird'?"
/ 8

Somebody was tuning the stringed instrument, and a moment later they were harmoniz
ing on the song, which did not turn out to be about compulsive transformation, but was
very funny in any case. I drank another glassful of the warming fluid and felt my face
— or whosever face it was — glowing. I didn't even feel like shrinking away from the
Males.
The next thing I remember I vias joining them in songs I had never heard before. I
even took a chorus of "On the Banks of the Wabash Far Away" all by myself, and finally - the crowning shame J — sang a duet with the boyish Male: "By the Light of the Silvery
Moon." I don11 know which one.
"Don’t I know you?" he asked me when we had finished. Remembering that I probably
had Aldais Liddle’s face and the sort of friends she has, I smiled like a cat and said
"You may be right.’" But the strange thing is — I almost thought I recognized him, too.

SO CLOSE TO HOME (continued from page 13)
are completely satisfying. Two of these are satisfying because they are limited in
concept. "The Box" from Thrilling Wonder, is a technical problem story: New York is locked
under a shield impenetrable to matter and radiation alike, and our heroes must crack the
shield before the air is used up. The solution is satisfyingly scientific and the story
satisfyingly human, and the implications of the device are thoroughly explored. "FYI"---For Your Information---- from Lowndes’s Dynamic is a conceit, a nice bit of mathematical
philosophizing that is not meant to be taken sericsly. In both of these stories the author
did all that he se out to do: they are artistic wholes.
The best story in the book is "The
Oath" from F&SF, an altogether different type. The author is discussing issues that are
relevant not only to the future, but to the human situation. His locale is America-afterthe-bomb because that stage throws into most dramatic relief the issues he wishes to dis
cuss: the value of the Hippocratic oath, and what constitues value, in doctor or in layman.
There are no stock answers, and the ending is satisfying in human terms.
The other stories
are mostly, in some important respect, failures. "Struggle in the Womb" (Future)has a trite
"punch" ending; "One-shot," the only psi story (Guess Where), negates its more interesting
problem in the last paragraph: the author tells the story he intended to tell, but not the
ne he should have; "First Strike," (F&SF)is banal;"Testament of Andros" (Future) is a
pretentious bore; "The Masks” (F&SF)is little more than a vignette, and though skillfully
done, is a fine idea thrown away. "The Abbatoir Effect," an original, reveals the same
fault in a more frustrating manner: an idle check of figures reveals that one rare-blood
type, the Bradbury-immunes, of whom there are only 24 in the world, are being systematically
murdered. All sorts of potent possibilities spring to mind, but it turns out to be merely
a murder plot against one of them for very mundane reasons. If these stories are to be
judged as quick-sale items written to ba sold at a cent or two a word, they are quite
good enough; if they are to be judged as a selected group of the author’s writings, I
think we have a right to expect better.
Lastly, "Sponge Dive" from Infinity is a very good
story that should have been better. Blish has a good many things to say, but a dozen
pages is not enough room to say any of them well. We meet such themes as the value of
tradition to an institution, the value of tradition as an abstract value, apartheid in
the 21st century, the value of non-violent resistance, the "prophet" personality, and so
on. We would like to examine each of them, but we must only glance at them in passing,
because the author must hurry us on to the next. If Blish were a poorer writer we would
n't care, but there are so few good thinkers in science fiction today that we resent one
so rich who dissapates his capital with so little return.
James Blish is not basically a
short story writer; his is the profiglate imagination that demands room to roam. Still,
what is good in these stories is well worth the trouble. (Parenthetical note for Freudians:
in threotstbries girls named Joan are unrom^qtic heroines, and in two, Margaret, Marguerite,
and Margo meet assorted deaths.)
'
—Al Lewis
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"God 'vili bless you if you don’t watch out
Quintlar Zoano Ylis, 1960
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By Quintlar Zeano Ylis

In the beginning there was nothing, and
this nothing, having no substance, took the
>.
form of darkness. The Someone, who exists
and does not exist, said:
"Let there be'
IffA light." And there was 11
ht. Light that
light
illuminated and filled the limitless nothing.?,
gg^from Infinity to infinity. Then The Someone?
^HT'said: "Let there be the universe, the paral;j~<|lel planes, suns and planets. And on these
,^]^?planets let there be life; motes to evolve
^B^into people, if they are able." And there ?
^£f^were the universe, and parallel planes and..-,/
?l|^suns and planets; and some of the motes
Ay?
^E^did eventually evolve into people, who were'Af:
fruitful and multiplied themselves to star-'^
5^^.vation on all the numberless habitable
^gjworlds. Then there were true wars. Wars
v/'that quite pretty to watch and quite pleas-*??
g? ant to hear — celestial fire and celestial
b^music. Wars that put out planets and suns
f^like so rainy cheap street Xmas decorations
jl'going out in an electrical storm. This state
^of things went on Forever. Finally, The
=?"Someone, feeling very sad,.said: "Let there,
be darkness."-.f. ?■?
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FELICE ROLF: The question has been raised, why did we drop the Bomb on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki? Let's forget for now the kind of weapon used, and concentrate on why those
two cities were hit. The purpose of air raids is to knock out munitions plants, trans
portation facilities, etc; in other words, to impair the enemy's supply of arms. Naga
saki was a highly industrialized city containing, among others, the huge Mitsubishi Urakarai Ordinance Plant. Hiroshima was one of the most important military-command and
communications centers in Japan. This is not to say that the Bomb was dropped in the
same spirit as conventional bombs would have been. But it does present the simplest
theory as to why those particular targets were picked.
Let's take these two raids in context. The Allies were in the process of reducing
Japan to the point of surrender. Hiroshima had several alerts a day—altho it had not
yet been hit. Nagasaki had been bombed before. We were bombing Tokyo, Osaka, and evory
other city of military importance in Japan. Each city would have been hit by convention
al weapons had the war not ended when it did. Furthermore, these cities were not defense
less. They were well protected by detecting and anti-aircraft equipment—at least, as
well as any city can be from air attack.
As for the loss of life, the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki did not
kill more civilians in either city than were killed by the fire bombs of the American
air raid in March, 19b5- Now I hope no one is going to say that the Tokyo raid was also
unnecessary. Vie were at war with Japan, and had we lost the results would have been most
unpleasant.
What it boils down to is that we did not hit Hiroshima and Nagasaki with conventional
bombs, we hit them with an A-bomb. For some reason the use of atomic energy is supposed
to be more immoral than chemical energy. I can't see it that way. Certainly the fact
that one bomb caused so much damage is terrifying. But had we hit those cities with an
equivalent amount of TNT (as we inevitably would have), causingjust as much damage and
just as many casualties, no moral question would have been raised. Furthermore the war
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and the slaughter, would have continued, because to the Japanese it would have been just
another raid. So where does morality come in? Twenty-kilotons-equivalent or 2,000 tenton bombs, what's the difference? They're both fatal.
Killing people by any means is immoral. Unfortunately there's no other way to fight
a war. And equally unfortunately, the civilians who manufacture weapons are participants
in modern war as much as the soldiers who use them.
The use of nuclear weapons now is quite another matter. But that's a different argu
ment, and this letter is long enough already. For an intelligent discussion of various
alternatives, I recommend Louis J. Halle's book, Choice for Survival. It's only a little
over 100 pages and well worth while. It was one of my references. The others were
Hersey's Hiroshima and Takashi Nagai's Xie of Nagasaki.

DICK ENEY: Host of the objectors (and, alas, some of the people who agreed) appear not
to have been reading when they glanced thru the original article. (Pete Graham deserves
a left-handed medal for admitting that indeed he didn't see the original, but was going
by the comments of others.) The original article defended onlythe use of those two bombs
for the specific purpose of ending the war without invasion, not the general use of nu
clear weapons in future conflicts. Such comments as Fete Graham's remark that the Jap
anese were trying to figure out a way to surrender obviously show the writers didn't pay
any attention to my original explanation that the Japanese were trying to figure out a
way to surrender. Of course, Pete's admission noted above absolves him of stupidity, but
those without such an excuse deserve a juicy Bronx cheer. Influential and intelligent
Japanese saw as early as the end of the Guadalcanal campaign, say the beginning of 19h3,
that Japan had bitten on something that was going to give her indigestion.. The problem
in figuring out a way to surrender had nothing to do with the American attitude or the
fact that we weren't making it easy for them; the difficulty was that the military clique
running Japan had proved repeatedly that it was perfectly willing to murder out of hand
anybody who suggested peace.
I suppose the same sort of absentmindedness—reading what I supposedly should have
said rather than what I did say—accounts for the comments that brought up the old chest
nut about how a harmless demonstration in a deserted spot would have been as effective as
actual destruction. This, to put it plainly, is damned nonsense; and shame on you,
Harry Warner, for defending anything sc patently false. We know from the actual event
that two deomonstrations, and not in deserted spots either, still left the Japanese war
party willing to resist; the peace party grabbed power long enough to push surrender
through only by an accident of the most lunatic sort—the weird chance that the Emperor
offered a personal insult to the head of the war party, obliging the latter to go home
and commit hari-kiri just when his faction needed a leader.
Shaggy's readers aren't kooks—other than so far as all us faaaans are—and finding
that their arguments against the use of nuclear bombs are wrong, so far from disposing
of them, only raises the question how these arguements could seem right. Uy own suspic
ion is that they're believers in the fundamental reasonableness of humanity; at least,
that's the most cbvious explanation of the notions that the Japanese would have surrender
ed if they'd had a decent chance to, and that a bloodless demonstration would have pro
vided a pretext. I'm far from wishing to deprecate such a belief—"arter all, gennlmen,
it's a amiable v/eakness"—and willingly admit that it's true most of the time; specifi
cally, that it was true of the normal Japanese. Damned shame that Japan wasn't being run
by normal Japanese, but by a crew of blood-and-iron military fanatics, eh?
The principle of human reasonableness calls for a little qualification when the people
who make the decisions aren't the ones who suffer the consequences; and it can hardly be
expected to apply as usual to a governing clique which has excellent reason to believe
that surrender will simply shorten, not their country's agcny, but the time before their
own heads roll from the chopping block. In point of fact, the militarists were right:we
executed a host of them and imprisoned the others just as soon as we got our hands on them.
And you can't hardly blame people for being unreasonable when they've got prospects like
that.
-.r-

iiui TACKETT: fete Graham: ±s/was there a conflict between white and yellow man? Or be
tween ideologies? Don't read into my remarks what isn't there. You may take me to task
on several points but racial factors were not mentioned, implied or considered. Like,
keep it clean, man.
DICK ELLINGTON: Pete Graham's arguments are admirable and well-taken. I'm surprised
nobody else bothered to mention these facts. I find Ed Gorman's words most agreeable also
but I am perhaps not as willing as he to take my chances on having my guts ripped out,
bomb or no bomb. But then again, perhaps he's never been in a situation where this was
the alternative? I would tend to think so as most people I know who have been in these
situations aren't quite so eager to face hand-to-hand combat.
FRANK HILLER: I read a very interesting book written by an Italian prisoner of war of the
Japanese who states that saturation bombing of Japan actually caused more material de
struction than the A-bomb. Now please don't bomb me, I'm not condoning the use of the
big bomb one bit but isn't this somewhat of a dead issue? After all you can't undrop the
thing and all the arguing in the world about it is not going to ease anyone's consciences.
JOCK ROOT: I think the man or men who decides, and the men who implement the decision,
to kill two hundred thousand individuals—selected pretty much at random—had better have
a damn good reason; but without lenowing more than I do, I don't feel the fact that I can
not imagine any set of circumstances that would force me to that decision entitles me to
say flatly that they did wrong.
I do feel, however, that whatever its moral value the piece is as out of place in
Shaggy as a Wagner concert excerpt in a llozart concert, or the climax of Electra as a cur
tain-raiser for The Lady's Not For Burning. Eney raises an important, if rather old and
tired question, and it does merit consideration, even yet again; but no amount of dis
cussion will put those bombs back in the bombers, or even settle the question of should
they have or shouldn't they have. If Shaggy is to be used for a soapbox, let's keep the
subject matter within reasonable limits: most of us (certainly all those who are inter
ested) do read other fansines....

HIKE DECKINGER: The trouble is, which most people fail to realise, that the U.S. is
soft, terribly soft in doing anything that will cause any damage or suffering. We are
constantly turning our backs on other nations, as example in Cuba where Americans are
being shot daily. We are carrying on trade with them, all for the sake of a few halfassed bureacrats who want to maintain their businesses no matter what.
If the Russian equivilant of a U2 ever crashed here and we captured the pilot we'd
probably feed him, clothe him, give him $2h and a nev suit, and politely invite him to
the Pentagon and urge him to take any secrets he might want. Then we'd kiss him tenderly
and send the S.O.B. back to Russia (in one of our own jets, which he'd get as a gift) and
smile complacently and show the world how nicely we act.
The U. S. is the only country that's going bankrupt and jobless through foreign aid-.
The foreign aid we give out is supposedly for "underdeveloped countries". I can't think
of anything more undeveloped than certain parts of this country. The only time we do
anything that requires initiative, guts and sense, like bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
the empathists cry out because maybe we wiped out a few thousand yellow skinned bastards
who would slit our throats at the first opportunity.

JIM GROVES: We (the Allies) dropped the Bomb on the Japanese because we were at war, and
v/hen you fight a war you fight to win with the minimum loss to yourself and the maximum
to your enenry. The enemy in this case was the Japanese nation, not just their army, and
that's the group you're trying to plaster. I was one year old when the war broke out and
I spent the next six years of my life in London, living through Hitler's attempt to break
the morale of the British, by bombing women and children. We did it and they do it be
cause that's the way you fight a war. Vie atom-bombed Hiroshima and they V-2ed London;
they came off worse, hard lines on them. If you play rough games then you must take the

risk of losing.
"If I die, I want to be the fault” Phooey, you're just as dead whoever
is at fault.
The bomb is a good means (or was) of demoralising people, but it'd be better if you
could use that megaton or so of TNT in halfhundredweight lots spread evenly over the enemy
country. I don't like the idea of fighting a war, but if we have to let's at least do it
effeciently.
((I was on Saipan in 19U5. We were training for our next beach-head operation. The
word was that this was to be the invasion of southern Japan. In September of that year
we arrived in southern Japan as part of the occupation force. I looked at Nagasaki
harbor, and at the cliffs, and was thankful that we didn't have to attack the place. But
I have few happy memories of Nagasaki and its people. The A-bomb may have saved my life,
but I wish the surrender could have been brought about in some other way—which, I suopose,
is the same as wishing that Mankind would grow up and stop making wars on Itself, -ljm))

Convention Dates
PHIL HARRELL: In the SPRINGBOARD, Dr. Barrett raises several very good points, but there
are several things to be said for the con being on Labor Day, but for some reason at the
moment I can't think of them. One could be tho that it's a date easy to remember, and I
have read...where the people said they wouldn't be able to make it another time of the
year...One reason I wasn't able to make it to the Pittcon was that I had to be in school
that Monday, .and.. I'd (have had to) have left early that Sunday A.M. ...to get back, as I
can't afford a plane. Then there is the problem of its being a holiday and the prices
raised accordingly. (Sorry I just Checked and found the Schools didn't open till Sept. 6
...a Tuesday. I was out of funds anyway so it didn't make any difference.)

MAGGIE CURTIS: I was always one of the children who suffered because school began Tuesday
and I was never there. (This isn't quite true; I wish it were.) But our school started
the week before Labor Day—meaning I missed out on both sides of the Con. I'm for a
change in date.
ROY TACKETT: Doc Barrett presents some good arguments...! (too) have thought that Labor
Day weekend was not the time for (the Vforldcon). Of course (it) is the only general
holiday that guarantees a three-day weekend each year which is a point in favor of con
tinuing the present date. And those fans who have had summer jobs will be ending them
prior to returning to school. A...date between September and May is out of the question
for various reasons. Perhaps a date at the beginning of the summer season, say the first
or second weekend in June, might work out well. It would eliminate the disadvantages of
the Laborday period...and retain many of its advantages. It would fall into a period af
ter school was out and before the summer job people went to work. Early June would also
come in the vacation period of the normally employed types, and...the hotels shouldn't
be too crowded and therefore available for a reasonable fee. Can see no reason for chang
ing the rotation plan, though. Unless maybe some life can be breathed back into the
Rocky Mountain fen which doesn't appear too likely.

DICK ELLINGTON: I'm never sure...whether I'm going to be able to attend a world con and
I'm certainly no deep-down traditionalist and the arguments Doc advances seem quite log
ical to me.
BILLY JOE PLOTT: When I attended the Pittcon...! was forced to miss a couple of days of
school. Of course, I didn't miss enough to throw me hopelessly off schedule...but never
theless I did have to go to no small degree of trouble catching up on assignments, etc...
I had wanted to do some shopping while...in Pitt, but the stores were all closed on Sat
urday, and by Tuesday I wasn't in physical or financial shape to do anything, but lounge
until my plane departed.

BILL DONAHO: ’’Certainly the whole question of the time to hold the S-f conventions
deserves to be reexamined. One statement of Boe's really croggled ire though. He
said, without qualification, 'Employees have a three-month period (June, July, and
August) in which to select their vacation time.' I have lived and worked in Texas,
Illinois, New York, and California and have never heard of one place that placed
that restriction on its employees. It must be done in some places or Doc wouldn't
have mentioned it, but it is hardly the general rule. But that is just a quibble in
passing and has nothing to do with the general argument.//Holding a three or even four
day convention on a non-national holiday’weekend seems to offer terrific advantages.
If you drive...traffic is much lighter. The banquet wou . be much cheaper. Probably
a better deal all around could be gotten from the hotels us they would expect less
business on non-holiday weekends, plus of course all the things Doc mentions.//What
are the advantages of the present system? Only that one extra free day. And since
most people who attend have to take time off to do it—even the people who fly in
usually take extra time—it doesn't seem to make that much difference, certainly
not when weighed against the advantages on the other side.//As a bookkeeper I HAVE
to be in the office every business day towards the last of the first of the month. I
can only take time off in the middle of the month. There are several people in fan
dom in my situation. I would definetly favor the selection of the 3rd Sunday in Aug
ust or even July or June as the determining point for the convention weekend."
JOCK ROOT: "I have no special reasons for preferring the Labor Day Weekend as conven
tion-time—other than habit—but it is convenient, not to mention Traditional, and I
don't feel that Doc's case, by itself, is strong enough to require a change. His
first three points, for instance, apply only to those who a) have to spend more that,
say, three hours in travelling; and b) plan to visit the convention as part of their
vacation; and c) cannot get their vacation extended past Labor Day itself. Now 'a1
of course applies to lots of people; but many of them do ont come under 'b' as well.
A good many faraway types cannot get Labor Day as part of their vacation: not because
it's 'Labor Day', but because that particular time has been pre-empted by someone with
more seniority, or the company doesn't give vacations at that time, or they would
rather take their vacation in winter, or whatever. These people have to make the con
on a long weekend, no matter how traumatic. And I haven't worked for or (before Doc's
comment) heard of a company that wouldn't let you, if you applied for it in the right
way and early enough, take an extra day on such a weekend. They wouldn't pay yon for
it, of course, but why should they—you're not working. As a matter of fact, all the
places where I’ve worked, where the problem has come up, they've allowed me to take it
out of my sick pay allowance. Also, as for Tc' above, I never heard (before Doc's
piece) of a company that wouldn't let you take a vacation before Labor Day but not
(for good reason)one week after.//As for Doc's fourth point, schools opening bn the
Tuesday, I’ll have to leave this to someone with children. His fifth point, that the
stores are closed on Monday, is only partly true in most big cities; and in any case
does not strike me as much of a deterrent.//As for restaurants being closed on the
holiday weekend, here I agree with Doc to a certain extent. This is also only true
of some restaurants: but those, in my experience, are usually the most attractive
ones. Also, he omitted to mention that convenient transportation reservations are
very hard to get on a holiday weekend. But all told, I don't see a strong enough case
here to require a change. ]y vote still goes to Labor Day-"

Science Fiction
WDi. STRUYCK: "I do also agree with Don Anderson. First vie complained. Then ScF mat
ured. And now we want the good old times. Lie too, sometimes. But is it true? Do
we really want those old stories, or are we longing for the youthful innocence with
which we read them at the time?"

ED GORMAN: "As for the disagreement about stf and which is best and where it should
appear. I think that all those involved, ^eluding myself, would be better off to
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(ED GORMAN,- Ctd) summarize the implied conclusions and let it go at that. Conclusions:
there are three types of stf; bad, basic, and good. The first is poor, by any stand
ards, and though it's still in the magazines, we hope for its disappearance. The
second is the Post-type of stf story. This is needed to win over new readers, and
though itls not 'bad' it has trivial overtones to readers well versed in stf. The
third and last is the advanced type of stf. Some of it appears in the magazines, but
usually it appears nowhere. For going round and round as earnestly as we did, these
conclusions seem self-evident, and show that only Len Moffatt made any great contrib
ution."

BILLY JOE PLOTT: "Greenleaf: I agree with you; it's wonderful that stf can climb into
a higher plane in the literature of our society, but I don’t care for the adulteration
that will come, either. Despite On The_ Beach and The Time Machine, 99/ of the general
viewers still can't distinguish between crud and good stf. And when some of these
prudes and do-gooders learn that a mag like Playboy carries stf, well they are going
to react precisely the way they would react to the Beacon trash—'science fiction is
nothing more than chronologically advanced mickey Spillaine'."
FRANK HILLER: "pro-publishers are falling down on the job. Great. Now I wish that
Len Moffatt would set hisself down and write this very same thing to the pro publishes,
not about them. V;e already know it."
((I think that Shaggy is sent to most, if not all, of the promags, but one letter
from one fan isn't going to impress them very much. Nov; if all of us wrote letters
directly to the publishers, and if we could get the non-actifans (i.e. the Constant
Readers whose dollars really support the mags, along with the dollars from the ad
vertisers) to write too.... Any suggestions on how to accomplish this miracle?-ljm))
MIKE DECKINGER: "I disagree with Wollheim that Serling seems to be writing everything
himself, and that they are similar to others. About half the stories on TZ are by
Serling, the others by ’other writers (Charles Beaumont had one last night, for that
matter). Those that Serling does write are usually well thought out and plotted,
and handled with skill and care which only serves to emphasize his literary talents.//
I wonder if anyone has been watching that abomination ^'Thriller' which features stor
ies that are about as thrilling as the minutes of the local PTA meeting. Boris Kar
loff is terribly miscast as the host, and when he so eagerly promises the viewers
that the shows will be real thrillers, like hair-raisers, I feel sorry for him. With
the exception of noe or two, they have been the most cliche-filled, hackneyed screen
plays I've ever seen. Look, be smart everyone, let's ignore the idiot box. Maybe
if we ignore it long enough it will go away." ((Dreamerl-ljm))

Sundry Supplement

Analysis of letters rec'd re Shaggy 5L indicate that the following items were best
liked, and in the order listed (descending): Springboard, Lettered, Power to Cloud
Fen's iainds, Cawthorn;'s Cover, A Hiss Tn Mordor, The Squirrel Cage, Liss I. Found In A
Dusty Notebook, LASFS parching Hymn, A Yfalk Trhough Infinity (Root, Dickensheet, Ber
man), and The Shaggy Chaos. The other items weren't necessarily disliked, but didn't
get as much mention.
The Answer Man: (Bergeron, Hiller, Sedolin) Shaggy trades with other fmz on a one for
one basis. If you publish fewer issues per year than SLA, you should send letters of
comment on Shaggy issues for which you have no ish of your mag to swap. Read all the
notes on the bacover, not just the line checked for you....
(Hiller) Shaggy is the nickname, like, for Shangri-L'Affaires; they're one and the
same magazine.
(Sedolin) The fmz review column was dropped for lack of space. And when not a single
person objected at the time (or until now), we decided it was a good idea.
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HERVYN BARRETT (not to be confused with "Dod" Barrett, tho both are Good Lfen) sez he
liked all of Shaggys 51,52,53, including the Hinge cover that "adorns No. 53".. .WHJ
STRUYCK didn’t like "covers on 52, 53 very much", but liked everything else in those
issues. He was "thinking of putting the Con Calypso on music...but that never came
off". Get with it, Wim., as iiAGGIE CURTIS wants that music. I-.IERVYN asks "does a new
administration mean a new Postmaster for the U.S.?" Yes, and he's from L.A, too, but
whether that means an improvement in service remains to be seen. HERVYN says he plans
to pub an issue of Focus Real Soon Now, and hopes to make it to L'ordor in '6UI V.;ants
to know if Americans can savvy Hike Hinge yet? Yes and no, depending on the Americans.
WBi. STRUYCK wants to know if NELLIE OTT is Butch? Seems a Leo Ott is a big newspaper
man in Rotterdam, and him wonders if Nellie is Leo's daughter. He ended his sub with
Ott's paper because he didn't like Ott's articles and policy. WEA. wanted to hang the
Barr calendar, but his wife said no. "She doesn't like ScF or Fantasy, neither fannish artwork. Have pity on her, she doesn't know any better."
DICK ELLINGTON says his real grotch with idealistic First Fandomers is that "most of
them are not just apolitical but completely nonvocal nowadays...About the only one
who didn't shut up was Cyril Kornbluth, and death shut him up effectively finally.
The rest have become close-mouthed and, in my opinion, either scared of completely
defeatist. But maybe they think they're 'too old for that sort of thing', which is
even worse. I'd rather see gimlet-eyed Michelism than that."'
STURE SEDOLIN says, "Burbee's rabbit seems to pop up in every West Coast zine these
days..." That's a difficult feat, even for a rabbitl STURE thinks the lettered
should be expanded. He also wants more..Bjo cartoons, as who doesn't? He thinks that
the scriptyped-stencils were done on Betty Kujawa's typer.... Not so, Sture, but one
probably just like it; mass production, y'know.
AND WE ALSO HEARD FRO1.I: Hal Lynch, Lenny Kaye, Ted Cogswell, Bob Lochtman, Earl Kemp,
Chuck Devine, Jerry Page, Ivor Darreg, Lial Ashworth, Ann Chamberlain, Helen Urban, Art
Hayes, Clayton Hamlin, Ted Forsyth, Harry Varner, Fred Smith, Craig Cochran, Peggy
Rae HacKnight (who thinks Squirrels are cute), Fred Galvin, Otto pfieffer, B Joseph
Fekete, Steve Schultheis, Alan Burns, Jeff VYanshell, G il Carr, Alan Dodd, Steve Stiles,
Christopher Hiller, Dea, D A Dupla, Klaus Eylmann, and G. Scognamillo.
Whew I

------ len j moffatt.

03 ALOgU £S AT 5:15 T> H

Bjo: What do you have on your shirt?

John: Soy sauce.
Bjo: SOY SAUCE? I gave you chicken soup for lunch....

John: I spilled it at breakfast.
Bjo: WHAT did you have for breakfast that needed soy sauce?

John: I don't know, it was some sort of dish that Karu made up...Karu I
Kara: Yes?

John: What was that dish you served this morning?
Karu: Well, it was a little early in the day to be making up a name for it....
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In this issue of SHAGGY, Fritz Leiber makes the point that creativity is a more dif
ficult task than satire of an already published theme. Fandom, in recent years, has
demonstrated an extensive talent for producing satire, some of it of very fine quality.
Concurrently, there has been a steady dimunition in the fan-written short story, most
of it on the rather reasonable thesis that if it wasn't good enough to sell to the
professional magazines it wasn't good enough to read, but also because fanzine editors
have been too lazy or too afraid to demand good fan-fiction. It was much simpler to
refuse to accept any fan-fiction at all, and without incentive to turn their hand to a
more serious type of creativity, fans have sought praise and approval through the al
ternate channels of faan-fiction and parody. To meet the need for creating an incen
tive for the writing of short stories, the National Fantasy Fan Federation is conduc
ting a fiction-writing contest. The prizes are small, but tangible, and several ad
ditional prizes have been pledged to supplement those originally appropriated from the
N3F treasury. The entries should be submitted according to the rules specified below
to any of the preliminary judges, who will screen the entries and pass the best of them
on to a final judge, whose name will be announced later. Here is a chance to set down
on paper that idea that has been needing an outlet, and have an opportunity to gain
something for your trouble, and an opportunity to have it published with illustrations
by your favorite fan-artist. Join us. What can you lose?

—

leWlS.

CONTEST RULES

1. Stories must be original and unpublished science fiction, fantasy, or weird in any
length up to 6,000 words. Prizes for the best stories over 1,590 words will be $10.00
in cash for first prize and $5-00 for second. For the best short-short (1,500 words or
less), a special prize of $f>.00 will be awarded. Other prizes and awards have been
pledged and will be announced later.

2. The contest is open to anyone who has not sold more than two stories or articles to
professional, nationally distributed publications.

3.

Preliminary judges are:
Marion Zimmer Bradley
Box 158
Rochester, Texas

Clayton Hamlin, Jr.
28 Earle Ave.
Bangor, Maine

Ralph M. Holland (for SF only)
252.0 hth St.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Edward W. Ludwig
h55 N. Tuxedo Ave.
Stockton h, Calif.

Preliminary judges will read and vote on entries sent to them. The final judge or
judges will be professional personalities whose name(s) will be announced shortly. 1£S
may be sent to any of the preliminary judges. Fifty cents in coin or stamps should be
enclosed to help defray cost of postage.
h. All entries must be postmarked not later than June 30, 1961.
fied as soon as possible.

Winners will be noti

5. Stories must be submitted anonymously in order to prevent possible bias by the jud
ges. A pen name may be placed on the story if desired. The writer's true name and ad
dress, together with the title of the story and pen-name (if any) shall be placed inside

a sealed envelope accompanying the story, with the title of the story and pen-name (if
any) on the outside of the sealed envelope.

6. All submissions remain the property of the author, but will be distributed for pos
sible publication by the N3F iianuscript Bureau, unless specific request is made to the
contrary. Frize-winning stories and worthy runners-up will be submitted to professional
magazines. If not accepted by them, they will be published in a magazine sponsored by
the N3F.

7.

In case of controversy, all decisions of the judges are final.

»

8. All manuscripts must be typewritten, double spaced, on one side of the paper only, ,
with at least one-half inch margins at the top and sides.

READ THIS:
Contributor’s copy (free)_______
You sent a letter of comment_______

Your sub expires this issue_______
next issue_______
Subs are extended for letters of comment,
and for trades. If you publish a less
frequent fanzine that SHAGGY, you should
sub or write letters to assure getting
copies when you don't have a swap. This
policy is a necessary thing in order for
us to justify the expense of the maga
zine to the LASFS; they're interested in
where a large chunk of their money goes.

Deadline for next issue is 2 June 1961;
if we haven't heard from you by then,
you're off the mailing list______
We trade with you______
We trade, but why not play safe and
send a letter of comment?_______

IN A DIFFERENT TONE:
Please contribute...
Mate rial______
Artwork_______

You might be interested in the Menace of
of The LASFS, the compleat minutes of the
club—in dittoed format, available from
Bruce Pelz, The Fan Hillton, for 10^ ea,
6 for 50^•

—Get well, Anna MoffattJ

